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Supply & demand

Ireland

Scotland
4 candidates 
per role (+2)

Northern Ireland
3 candidates 

per role (+1)

South East
6 candidates 
per role (+1)

London 

2 candidates per 
role (no change)

North West
4 candidates 

per role (+1)

Wales
5 candidates 

per role (+1)
East England
5 candidates 
per role (+1)

West Midlands
6 candidates 
per role (+2)

South West
5 candidates 

per role (+1)

Yorkshire & Humber
5 candidates 
per role (+1)

East Midlands
6 candidates 
per role (+1)

North East
4 candidates 
per role (+1)

June-July-aug

arm.co.uk* data taken from Horsefly

Top hirers of automation talent
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Automation & AI trends 
over the past Quarter

         Queries

+50%	 for	‘Artificial	intelligence’

+60%	 for	‘Email	automation’

+60%	 for	‘Future	automation’	

1. Senior Software engineer

2. Software engineer

3. Software developer

4. Test analyst

5. Project Manager

6. Web developer

7. Senior developer

8. data Scientist

9. Principal Software engineer

10. Senior Software developer

Top job titles

From the beginning to the 
end of the quarter:

             Top related topics

+130% ethics

+130% OpenaI

+120% Healthcare

+120% Computing

The gender make-
up of automation 
talent remains 
steady at 81% MALE 
and 19% fEMALE

£3% 
dEcREASE 
in average 
salaries across 
the UK, across all 
experience levels 
(£46,174 to £44,653).

?

NO cHANgE 
in the number 
of candidates 
working in 
automation

43k

London saw the biggest 
decrease in salaries at 
4%, whilst salaries in the 
South West, North 
East and East Midlands 
stayed steady.

The number of 
job ads across the 
UK decreased by

22% 
(14,767 to 11,447)

jOb

There are 25% fewer automation-related 
job ads in London, with the East 
Midlands and North East seeing the 
smallest decreases in ad volume.

0-3 years 18% 
4-7 years 25%
8+ years 57%

The experience 
breakdown remains at


